
 
 
“Come on, Get Lonely,” Vice, September 12, 2013.  
 

 
 

 

 
 
Some of our favorite lady artists are going to be in a group show on September 
12 at Martos gallery in Chelsea. The show, titled Lonely Girl, got its name from 
the YouTube web seriesLonelyGirl15, which trolled the entire internet in 2006 by 
presenting a scripted show disguised as a teenage girl's video diary. All of the 
girls in tonight's show incorporate the internet into their work in some way, and 
many of the artists themselves have the sort of gargantuan digital footprint that 
the NSA dreams about in their sloppiest of wet dreams. According to the press 
release, "The artists in this show represent an unprecedented moment in cultural 



history—where the artist themselves can be equally or sometimes more visible 
than their artworks themselves." 
 
The show was organized by Asher Penn, the editor of Sex magazine, and 
features Al Baio, Petra Cortright, Maggie Lee, Greem Jellyfish, Bunny 
Rogers, Analisa Teachworth, and Amalia Ulman. You might recognize a 
couple of those names from this very website. Maggie Lee, for instance, 
hasshot four magazine covers for us, which gives her the honor of Most VICE 
Covers Shot by a Single Photographer (probably…. we’ve never actually 
counted). And Petra is a crazy person who makes videos like this and was 
once the object of Teen Laqueefa’s lust. We asked Maggie to send us some 
photos of the show, but it seems they are doing this thing the old fashioned way 
and keeping all images of it off the internet, which seems a tad hypocrytical for a 
show that is at least partially inspired by the internet, but whatever. Just show up 
at 540 West 29 Street IRL on Thursday night anytime between 6:00 and 8:00 PM 
and have your brain scrambled. 
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